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Unlock your dream

Of a more consistent and confident game Of a more consistent and confident game 
this season!this season!

Golf practice and player development are going through a period of

tremendous change, and technology is a central component in that

transformation. With TrackMan, you have all those tools to jump ahead and

get yourself a better game for the 2020 season.
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As well as the TrackMan fitting experience, our TrackMan Virtual Golf

allows you to play several courses we have loaded on the computer.

While the weather isn't great outside our Hitting Bay will help with warm-

ups and practice.

If you would like to learn more, please

Contact us >Contact us >
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What's in a shaft?
 

 



 

The shaft connects your hands to the clubhead. It’s the way you transfer

energy to the clubhead and the golf ball.

 

When it’s fitted properly for you, your shaft can improve your swing tempo

and balance. This helps that transfer of energy in a big way.

 

 

 

WHY WEIGHT MATTERS



Shaft weight has an impact on the total weight of your club, which affects

your swing tempo and timing. This changes how consistently you can hit

nearer the center of the club face. And doing that, is the best way to get

further down the fairway.

 

 

Find your ONEFind your ONE
There are thousands of shaft combinations out there. By measuring your

swing speeds with a variety of shafts, we’ll find your ONE, so you can split

more fairways.

Contact us >Contact us >
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For the fastest swings

 

Those with the fastest swing speeds need less spin and a more penetrating

trajectory. The Callaway MAVRIK Sub Zero Driver delivers that with a high

MOI. That means more ball speed, better launch conditions, and more

consistency.

Contact us >Contact us >

Build your best game
 

 

Irons are your link between the tee and the green. So, getting comfortable

and consistent with your whole iron set will transform your golfing

experience and open up a world of scoring opportunities.
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FALLING BACK WEAKENS THE LINK

A common iron swing issue we see is golfers not transferring their weight

fully during the downswing, falling away from the target.This opens the

chest up and makes squaring the club face very difficult. Struggling to hit

your irons consistently? Let’s have a look at your downswing.

  Solid iron play >Solid iron play >
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How important is playing better golf to you?

Please let us know >Please let us know >

 

 

Strengthen the linkStrengthen the link
More consistent and confident iron play for life.

Contact us >Contact us >
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Share 

 

This mail was sent to {{contact.contact_email}} by Mike Reynolds and is provided

as a service for the members and guests of TPC River's Bend and has been

supported and sponsored by advertisers in this email and our partner suppliers. For

any queries contact us on 513 677 0550.
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